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Stimulated by the
approaching Olympics,
the SportinFocus2012
project encouraged
those who live, work
in, or visit Windsor and
Maidenhead to
celebrate sport through
photography. An
independent panel
chose the photos in this
book from nearly six
hundred submitted.
We hope you enjoy
them and realise how
much exciting sport
goes on around us.
Any profit we make will
go to local charities.

Sports Photographs by Windsor & Maidenhead Residents, 2011-2012

WHEN PICTURES MAKE WORDS SUPERFLUOUS
The greatest joy of my working life at the Sunday Times has been to go out on assignment with
photographers, and one photographer above all others – however good the rest have been, and
many have been terrific. Whenever sports photographers gather, stroppy lot though they can be,
they usually agree that Chris Smith, still snapping away merrily after retirement from the Observer
and the Sunday Times, is ‘The Man’. He is my all-time journalistic hero.
At Sandwich for an Open some years ago, we walked round together for a hole or two. Suddenly,
he diverted for a few yards, took some snaps and then walked back to me. "I have just taken the
sports photograph of the year," he said. Smith was so famously modest and self-effacing that I
assumed that he was joking.
Stephen Jones,
The Sunday Times
Stephen Jones has been
rugby correspondent of
The Sunday Times for over
25 years, covering all
seven World Cups, seven
Lions tours and nearly
300 internationals. He
has also reported on golf,
football, tennis, cricket,
American football and
racing for the paper. He is
a past winner of the UK
Sports Book of the Year
and the Sport England
sports journalist of the
year award. He is a
coach at Maidenhead
RFC and Taplow CC

Don't forget that this was the time before the digital camera, the only image he had available to
judge his picture was that frozen in his mind as the shutter clicked. You may be able to guess the
rest. The picture, of Sevvy Ballesteros, romped home in the sports picture of the year. Chris had
seen Sevvy approaching him on his way from the green to the next tee, when a heavy squall of rain
hit. Sevvy reached for his waterproof top but as he was walking into the wind and rain, he reversed
it and slipped it on back to front. The dark Spaniard, scowling as if over Smith’s shoulder as Smith
crouched in front of him, had his lip curled and looked for all the world as if he was wearing a
matador’s cape on his way to the bullring. Find the shot on a website.
My point is this. Some sports photography is so good that it makes the accompanying words or
captions secondary on the page, or in the mind of those admiring them. It sometimes makes words
superfluous as it tells the whole story. In this era of point and shoot, I would really like to think that
there is still room among sports photographers, both professional and amateur, for men and
women of real class, with a real sporting nous and that wonderful combination of judgement,
anticipation and luck in the search for great pictures.
This book and the last 100 in the competition are quite marvellous, I loved looking through them
and realised how hard the task of the judges must have been. Even better, the shortlist includes the
work of well-known operators and also talented local amateurs, and it is not meant to be in the
least insulting to my professional colleagues to say that sometimes, you can hardly tell the
difference.
The other key point illustrated by this collection is that there is no intrinsic reason why great
photographs have to be of gigantic sporting events. They can be: Tony Duffy’s shot of an airborne
Bob Beamon at the Mexico Olympics in 1968; Colin Elsey’s famous shot of British Lion Fran Cotton
standing like a mud statue after a game in appalling conditions; anything by Marc Aspland or
Andy Hooper from top sport, or anything by Smith of Ali of Sevvy or Borg – great shots of great
events.
But the right photographer at the right time can take magnificent pictures of action – at
Maidenhead rugby club or any other rugby club, dog track or playground, of kids at the school
sports, pick-up sport in local parks, and of all the pains and joys of both formal and ad hoc
competition. Some of the ad hoc pictures in this collection are sensational.
Herein we have pictures taken for work or business but also for the sheer love and hell of it, and to
capture in some form, the mystery of competition or movement or gesture or grimace or triumph or
disaster or reaction or to capture some item of the backdrop which explains the whole thing.
Famously, sports writers and photographers are said to be at war, always complaining about each
other. Looking through this wonderful collection I find it very hard to maintain that tradition.

Corinne Abraham, Bray Lake
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9th Birthday Party, Magnet Leisure Centre
Tony Pozniak
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Hillingdon Cycle Circuit, Hayes
Dave Peters

Magnet Swimming Pool, Maidenhead
Maria Toscanelli
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Racks Snooker & Pool Bar,
Maidenhead
Bob Keene
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London Marathon
Julian Hillier
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Summer Evening Race Meeting, Windsor Racecourse
Chris Gledhill

Harefield Junior Football Festival
Dave Peters
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